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Abstract: When an outside innovating firm has a technology to produce a higher qual-

ity good than the good produced at present, it can sell licenses of its technology to 

incumbent firms using a combination of royalty and fixed fee, or enter the market with 

or without license. We examine credibility of threat of entry of the innovating firm using 

a two-step auction in an oligopoly under vertical product differentiation. The credibility 

of threat of entry by two-step auction depends on the form of the cost function of the 

new technology, whether it is concave or convex. 

Key words: Royalty and license fee, entry, oligopoly with vertical di妊erentiation,two-step auction. 

JEL Classification Number: 043, Ll3. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In Proposition 4 of Kamien and Tauman (1986) it was argued that in an oligopoly 

when the number of firms is small (or very large), strategy to enter the market and at 

the same time license the cost-reducing technology to the incumbent firm (entry with 

license strategy) is more profitable than strategy to license its technology to the incum-

bent firm without entering the market (license without entry strategy) for the innovating 

firm. However, their result depends on their definition of license fee. They defined the 

license fee in the case of licenses without entry by the difference between the profit of 
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an incumbent firm in that case and its profit before it buys a license without entry of the 

innovating firm. Although this is the standard definition of license fee, we may consider 

another definition. If an incumbent firm does not buy a license, the innovating firm may 

punish the incumbent firm by entering the market. The innovating firm can use such a 

threat if and only if it is a credible threat. In a duopoly case with one incumbent firm, 

when the innovating firm does not enter nor sell a license, its profit is zero; on the other 

hand, when it enters the market without license, its profit is positive. Therefore, threat 

of entry without license is credible under duopoly, and then even if the innovating firm 

does not enter the market, the incumbent firm must pay the difference between its profit 

when it uses the new technology and its profit when the innovating firm enters without 

license as a license fee. However, in an oligopoly with more than one incumbent firms, 

the credibility of threat of entry is a more subtle problem. 

In this paper we extend this analysis to an oligopolistic situation with three firms, one 

outside innovating firm and two incumbent firms under vertical product differentiation. 

We examine the definitions of license fee for producing a higher quality good than the 

good produced at present considering the threat of entry by a two-step auction in the case 

of licenses without entry. Also we suppose that the innovating firm uses a combination 

of royalty per output and a fixed license fee. 

A two-step auction, for example, in the case of a license to one incumbent firm with-

out entry is as follows. 

1. The first step. 

The innovating firm sells a license to one firm at auction without its entηcon-

ditional on that the bidding price must not be smaller than the minimum bidding 

price, which is equal to the willingness to pay for the incumbent firms described 

below. The innovating firm imposes a predetermined (positive or negative) roy-

alty per output on the licensee. A firm with the maximum bidding price gets a 

license. If both firms make bids at the same price, one firm is chosen at random. 

If no firm makes a bid, then the auction proceeds to the next step. 

2. The second step. 

The innovating firm sells a license to one firm at auction with its entη． 

At the first step of the auction, each incumbent firm has a willingness to pay the follow-

ing license fee; 

the difference between its profit when only this firm uses the new tech-

nology without entηof the innovating firm and its profit when only the 

rival firm buys the license with entηof the innovating firm. 

In the first step each incumbent firm has an incentive to make a bid when the other firm 

does not make a bid. On the other hand, it does not have an incentive to make a bid when 

the other firm makes a bid. The decision of the innovator not to enter the market in the 

first step is commitment if the incumbent firms accept the offer. We need the minimum 

bidding price because if there is no minimum price, when one of the incumbent firms 

makes a bid which is slightly but strictly smaller than this price, the other firm does 

not have an incentive to outperform this bidding. Threat by such a two-step auction is 
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credible if the total payoff of the innovating firm when it enters the market with a license 

to one firm is larger than its total payoff when it licenses to one firm without entering 

the market. A two-step auction in the case of licenses to two incumbent firms without 

entry is similar, and at the first step of the auction the incumbent firm has a willingness 

to pay the following license fee; 

the difference between its profit when both firms use the new technology 

without entηof the innovating firm and its profit when only the rival firm 

buys the license with entηof the innovating firm. 

In the first step each incumbent firm has an incentive to make a bid even if the other firm 

makes a bid because if it does not make a bid, the auction proceeds to the next step. 

In the next section we present a concise literature review. In Section 3 the model of 

this paper is described. We use a model of vertical differentiation according to Tanaka 

(2001). In Section 4 we consider various equilibria of the oligopoly. In Section 5 we 

present the license fees under entry with license strategy. In Section 6 we consider a 

two-step auction and present the definitions of license fees under license without entry 

strategy. In Sections 5 and 6 the following results about the optimal royalty rate for the 

innovator will be shown (see Proposition 1). 

Entry with license to one firm case: If the goods are strategic complements, the op-

timal royalty rate is positive. If the goods are strategic substitutes, it may be 

positive or negative. 

Entry with licenses to two firms case: If the goods are strategic complements, the op-

timal royalty rate is positive. If the goods are strategic substitutes, it may be 

positive or negative. 

License to one firm without entry not using two-step auction case: If the goods are 

strategic substitutes, the optimal royalty rate is negative. If the goods are strategic 

complements, it may be positive or negative. 

License to one firm without entry using two-step auction case: If the goods are 

strategic substitutes, the optimal royalty rate is negative. If the goods are strategic 

complements, it is positive. 

Licenses to two firms without entry using or not using two-step auction case: The 

optimal royalty rate is positive. 

In Section 6 we examine the credibility of threat of entry by two-step auction, and will 

show the following results (see Proposition 2). 

1. If the cost function of the new technology is linear, the profit of the innovating 

firm when it enters the market with a license to one incumbent firm and its profit 

when it licenses to one incumbent firm without entering the market are equal. 

Therefore, entry with license to one firm case and license to one firm without 

entry case are equivalent. In this case we assume that threat of entry by two-step 

auction is credible. 

2. If the cost function of the new technology is strictly convex, threat of entry by 

two-step auction is credible. 

3. If the cost function of the new technology is strictly concave, threat of entry by 
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two-step auction is not credible. 

In Section 7 we present an example with uniform distribution of consumers’taste pa-

rameter and a quadratic cost function. We will show that when the quality of the high-

quality good is high, licenses to two firms without entry strategy is optimal; on the 

other hand, when the quality of the high-quality good is not high, entry with licenses 

to two firms strategy is optimal. In appendices we present analyses of demand and in-

verse demand functions. Analyses of optimal strategies in general distribution and cost 

functions case seems to be complicated. It is the theme of the future research. 

Hattori and Tanaka (20 l 8b) analyzed a two-step auction under vertical differentiation 

with only a fixed license fee, and showed that when the quality improvement (the diι 

ference between the quality of the high-quality good and the quality of the low-quality 

good) is small ( or large), the two-step auction is ( or is not) credible. This paper is an 

extention of Hattori and Tanaka (20 l 8b) to a case of a combination of royalty and fixed 

license fee. 

2. CONCISE LITERATURE REVIEW 

Many references analyzed the relation between the technology licensor and licensee. 

Royalties per output, fixed license fees, combinations of them, and auctions, are dis-

cussed by Katz and Shapiro (1985) and Kamien and Tauman (2002). Sen and Tauman 

(2007) compared the license system when the licensor is an outsider and that when it is 

an incumbent firm, using combination of royalties and fixed fees. The production ca-

pacity, however, is externally given, and they did not consider a choice of entry. Thus, 

we need more discussion for the optimal strategies of outside innovators with an option 

to enter the market. Duchene, Sen and Serfes (2015) considered new entrants with old 

technology, and showed that a low license fee can be used to deter entry of potential en-

trants. But the firm with new technology is assumed to be an incumbent, and its choice 

of entry is not analyzed. 

Hoppe, Jehiel and Moldovanu (2006) analyzed the relation between market structure 

and licensing by auction. They considered licensing strategies of outsider licensor who 

decides whether or not to license its innovation to potential entrants and incumbents, 

and showed that a licensor can increase the auction fees by manipulating the number 

of licenses to potential entrants, and licensing to more firms makes the market more 

competitive. However, they did not consider a choice by the innovator to enter or not. 

Hattori and Tanaka (2015) and (2016a) studied the adoption of new technology in 

Cournot duopoly and Stackelberg duopoly. Rebolledo and Sandonis (2012) presented 

an analysis of the effectiveness of research and development (R&D) subsidies in an 

oligopolistic model in the cases of international competition and cooperation in R&D. 

Hattori and Tanaka (2016) analyzed problems about product innovation, that is, intro-

duction of a higher quality good in a duopoly with vertical product differentiation. 

Some other related studies are Kabiraj (2004), Wang and Yang (2004), Chen (2017), 

Creane, Chiu and Konishi (2013), La Manna (1993), Watanabe and Muto (2008), 

Pal (2010), Rebolledo and Sandonfs (2012). See Hattori and Tanaka (2018a) for the 
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contents of these references. 

3. THE MODEL 

The model of this paper is according to Tanaka (2001) (also see Mussa and Rosen 

(1978) and Bonanno and Haworth (1998)). There are three firms, Firms A, B and C. 

Firm A can produce the high-quality good whose quality is q H, and Firms B and C 

produce the low-quality good whose quality is qL, where qH > qL > 0. The values of 

qH and qL are fixed. Both of the high-quality and the low-quality goods are produced 

at the same cost. 

At present only Firms B and C produce the low-quality good. Firm A is an outside 

innovator, and it may sell licenses to use its technology for producing the high-quality 

good to no or one or two incumbent firms (Firms B and C), and it can enter the market 

with the high-quality good. Call Firm A the innovating firm and Firms B and C the 

incumbent firms. 

Firm A has five options. 

1. To enter the market, and license its technology to no incumbent firm. 

2. To enter the market, and license its technology to one incumbent firm. 

3. To enter the market, and license its technology to two incumbent firms. 

4. To license its technology to one incumbent firm, but not enter the market. 

5. To license its technology to two incumbent firms, but not enter the market. 

The cost function of the firms is c（・）， which is twice continuously differentiable. There 

is no fixed cost; thus c(O) = 0. 
In the market there is a continuum of consumers with the same income. They have 

different values of the taste parameter と.A consumer buys at most one unit of the good. 

If a consumer with parameter とbuys one unit of a good of quality k at price p, his 

utility is equal to the income plus -p + とk.If a consumer does not buy the good, his 

utility is equal to the income. The parameterとisdistributed according to a distribution 

function ρ＝ F (~) in the interval Oくと三 1.It is twice continuously differentiable. By 

ρwe denote the probability that the taste parameter is smaller than or equal to と.The 

size of consumers is one. The inverse function of F(O is denoted by G（ρ）. Note that 

G(l) = 1. 

Let PL and XL be the price and supply of the good of quality qL; PH and XH be the 

price and supply of the good of quality qH; and let XA, xs and xc be the outputs of 

Firms A, B and C. 

We consider the sub-game perfect equilibrium of a game with the following structure. 

1. In the first stage Firm A chooses one of above five options. In the cases of one 

or two licenses without entry, it determines whether it uses a two-step auction or 

not. 

2. According to a choice in the first stage, Firm A determines the number of li-

censes it sells, and it enters the market or not. The licenses are sold through 

one-step or two-step auctions. 

3. In the third stage the firms determine their outputs. 
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4. GENERAL ANALYSIS 

4.1. Entηwithout license case 

Suppose that Firm A (the innovating firm) enters the market without license to Firm 

B nor C. Then, Firm A supplies the high-quality good and Firms B and C supply the 

low-quality good. Let/;£ be the value ofとfor which the corresponding consumer is 

indifferent between buying nothing and buying the low-quality good. Then, 

と PL 
L＝一一．

qL 

LetとH be the value ofとfor which the corresponding consumer is indifferent between 

buying the low-quality good and buying the high-quality good. Then 

と PH - PL 
H=  

qH -qL 

Let XH = XA and XL = XB + xc. The inverse demand function is described as follows. 
1. When XH > 0 and XL > 0, we have PH = (qH -qL)G(l -XH) + qLG(l -

XH -xL) and PL= qLG(l -XH -xL). 

2. When XH > 0 and XL = 0, we have PH = qHG(l -XH) and PL = qLG(l -

XH). 

3. When XH = 0 and XL > 0, we have PH = qH - qL + qLG(l - xL) and 

PLニ qLG(l-xL). 

4. When XH = 0 and XL= 0, we have PH=  qH and PL= qL. 

Since G(l) = 1, this is a continuously differentiable function with the domain O三

XH三 1and O三XH三 1.About details for derivation of the inverse demand function 

please see Appendix A.3. 

The profits of Firms A, B and C are written as 

πA = [(qH -qL)G(l -XA) + qLG(l -XA -XB -xc)]XA -c(XA), 

πB = qLG(l -XA -XB -xc)XB -c(XB), 

πc = qLG(l -XA -XB -xc)XB -c(xc). 

The first order conditions for profit maximization of Firms A, B and C are 

aπA 
~ =(qH -qL)G(l -XA) + qLG(l -XA -XB -xc) 
dXA 

一［（qH-qL)G' (1 -XA) + qLG' (1 -XA -XB -xc)]XAーピ（XA)= 0, 

anR 
7ニ＝ qLG(l －χA一 χB一 χc)- qLG'(l －χA一均一 χc)xs-c＇（χ計二 0,
oχB 

anr ' 
7一二 = qLG(l -XA -XB -xc) -qLσ(1 -XA -xs -xc)xc -c'(xc) = 0. 
0χc 

The second order conditions are 

a2πA 
で寸二＝ -2[(qH -qL)σ(1 -XA) + qLG'(l -XA -XB -xc)] 
ax-
v A 

+ [(qH -qL)G"(l -XA) + qLG"(l -XA -XB -xc)]XA -c"(xA) < 0, 
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九27TR
？で手＝ -qL[2G'(I -XA -xs -xc) -G"(l -XA -xs -xc)xs] -c"(xs) < 0, 
ax-
v B 

a2nr 
？で与＝ -qL[2G'(l -XA -xs -xc) -G"(l -XA -xs -xc)xc] -c"(xc) < 0. 
ax-
v c 

Hereafter we assume that the second order conditions in each case are satisfied. 

Deno削 heequilibrium profits of Firms A, B a凶 Cin川tl

Note that了reO一 了re0 
B - C・

4.2. Entry with license to one firm case 

Suppose that Firm A enters the market and licenses its technology for producing the 

high-quality good to one of the incumbent firms. We assume that it is Firm C. Then, 

Firms A and C produce the high-quality good, and Firm B produces the low-quality 

good. Let x H = x A + xc and x L = x B. The inverse demand function is the same as 

that in the previous case. 

Denote the royalty per output and the fixed license fee by r and L. The profits of 

Firms A, B and C are 

πA = [(qH -qL)G(I -XA -xc) + qLGO -XA -xs -xc)]xA -c(xA), 

πB = qLG(l -XA -xs -xc)xs -c(xs), 

πc = [(qH -qL)G(l -XA -xc) + qLG(l -XA -xs -xc)]xc -c(xc) -rxc -L. 

The first order conditions are 

(qH -qL)G(l -XA -xc) + qLG(l -XA -XB -xc) (la) 

一［（qH-qL)G'(l -XA -xc) + qLG'(l -XA -XB -xc)]XA -c'(xA) = 0, 

qLG(l -XA -XB -xc) -qLG'(l -XA -XB -xc)XB -c'(xs) = 0, (lb) 

(qH -qL)G(l -XA -xc) + qLG(l -XA -XB -xc) (le) 

-[(qH -qL)G'(I -XA -xc) + qLG'(l -XA -xs -xc)]xc -c'(xc) -r = 0. 

Denote the equilibrium profits of Firms A, B and C byπ；l，πi1 andπf Differentiating 
(la), (lb) an 

悶 AppendixB. We 1胤a 守子＜ 0. If the goods ar t附 gicsubstitu臥守子 and守子
a叫 ositive.If the goods ar t帥 giccomplerr 

4.3. Entry with licenses to two firms case 

Suppose that Firm A enters the market and licenses its technology for producing the 

high-quality good to both incumbent firms. Then, all firms produce the high-quality 

good. Let c;o be the value of c; for which the corresponding consumer is indifferent 

between buying nothing and buying the high-quality good. Then 

c; PH o＝一一．
qH 

Let XH = XA + xs + xc. The inverse demand function is described as follows. 
1. When XH > 0, we have PH= qHGO -XH). 
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2. When XH = 0, we have PH= qH. 

Since G (1) = 1, this is a continuously differentiable function with the domain 

O三 XH三 1.About details for derivation of the inverse demand function please see 

Appendix A.5. 

The profits of the firms are 

πA = qHG(I -XA -XB -xc)XA -c(XA), 

πB = qHG(I -XA -xs -xc)xs -c(xs) -rxs -L, 

πc = qHG(I -XA -xs -xc)xc -c(xc) -rxc -L. 

The first order conditions are 

qHG(I -XA -XB -xc) -qHG'(I -XA -XB -xc)XAーピ（XA)= 0, (2a) 

qHG(I -XA -XB -xc) -qHG'(I -XA -XB -xc)XB -rーピ（XB)= 0, (2b) 

qHG(I -XA -xs -xc) -qHG'(I -XA -xs -xc)xc -r -c'(xc) = 0. (2c) 

Denote the equilibrium profits of Firms A, B and C by πf，πf andπf Differentiating 
dx, dx,, dx 

(2a), (2b) and (2c) with respect to r, we obtainす， γandす・ Aboutdetails of them 

see Appendix C. We have字＜ 0 and与＜ 0. If the goods are st附 gicsubstitutes, 

争 ispositive. If批 goodsares削 egiccomplerr 

4.4. License to one firm without entηcase 

Suppose that Firm A sells a license of its technology to one of the incumbent firms 

and does not enter the market. We assume that it is Firm C. Firm B still produces the 

low-quality good. Let XH = xc and XL = xs・Theinverse demand function is the same 
as that in the entry without license case. 

The profits of Firms B and C are 

πBニ qLG(I-XB -xc)XB -c(xs), 

πc = [(qH -qL)G(I -xc) + qLG(I -xs -xc)]xc -c(xc) -rxc -L. 

The first order conditions are 

qLG(I -xs -xc) -qLG'(I -xs -xc)xsーピ（xs)= 0, (3a) 

(qH -qL)G(I -xc) + qLG(I -xs -xc) -[(qH -qL)G' (1 -xc) (3b) 

+qLG'(I-xs -xc)]xc -rーピ（xc)= 0. 

Denote the equilibriun 

and (3b) with respect to r, we obtain 

dxs qLG'(I xs xc) + qLG"(I xs xc)xs 

dr 「
and 

dxc -2qLG'(I -xs -xc) + qLG"(I -xs -xc)xs -c"(xs） ハ

dr r 
くり，

where 
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r =[-2qLG1 (1 -XB -xc) + qLG11 (1 -XB -xc)XB -c" (xs)Jec 

一［－qLG'(1 -XB -xc) + qLG11 (1 -XB -xc)xs] 

× ［－qLG' (1 -XB -xc) + qLG11 (1 -XB -xc)xc], 

。c= -2[(qH -qL)G'(l -xc) + qLG'(l -xs -xc)] + [(qH -qL)G"(l -xc) 

+qLG"(l-xs -xc)]xs -c"(xc). 

From the stability conditions of oligopoly (Seade (1980) and Dixit (1986）），「＞ 0. 

If the goods are stra 

与立＜ 0. 
ar 

4.5. Licenses to two firms without entry case 

Suppose that Firm A sells licenses of its technology to two incumbent firms and 

does not enter the market. Then, Firms B and C produce the high-quality good. Let 

XH = xs + xc. The inverse demand function is the same as出atin the entry with 

licenses to two firms case. 

The profits of the firms are 

πB = qHG(l -xs -xc)xs -c(xs) -rxs -L, 

πc = qHG(l -xs -xc)xc -c(xc) -rxc -L. 

The first order conditions are 

qHG(l -xs -xc) -qHG'(l -xs -xc)xs -rーピ（xs)= 0, (4a) 

qHG(l -xs -xc) -qHG'(l -xs -xc)xc -r -c'(xc) = 0. (4b) 

Denote the equilibr m pro白tsof Fim 

x B = xc. Differentiating ( 4a) and ( 4b) with respect to r, we obtain 

dxs dxc -qHG'(l -xs -xc) -c"(xs) 

dr dr r1 
where 

r'=[ 2qHG'(l xs xc)+qHG"(l xs xc)xs c"(xs）］× 

[-2qHG'(l -xs -xc) + qHG"(l -xs -xc)xc -c"(xc)] > 0. 

From the stability conditions, we have 

and 

I -2qHG'(l -xs -xc) + qHG"(l -xs -xc)xs -c"(xs)I 

>I -qHG'(l -xs -xc) + qHG"(l -xs -xc)xsl, 

I -2qHG'(l -xs -xc) + qHG"(l -xs -xc)xc -c"(xc)I 

>I -qHG'(l -xs -xc) + qHG"(l -xs -xc)xcl. 

Thus，字＜ 0 and与＜。
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5. ROYALTY AND LICENSE FEES IN THE CASES OF LICENSES WITH ENTRY 

In the cases of licenses with entry the fixed license fee is equal to the usual willing-

ness to pay for the incumbent firms. We follow the arguments by Kamien and Tauman 

(1986) and Sen and Tauman (2007) about license fees by auction. 

5.1. License to oneβrm 

The willingness to pay for each incumbent firm is equal to 

the difference between its profit when only this firm uses the technology 

for producing the high-quality good with entry of Firm A and its profit 

when only the rival firm buys the license with entry of Firm A. 

This is because each incumbent firm knows that there will be one licensee regardless of 

whether or not it buys a license. The incumbent firms B and C have the same willingness 

to pay, so even when one of them does not make a bid, the rival firm gets the license. 

The fixed license fee is 

Lel二（πc1+U1）－ πil.

This equation meansπc？二 πi1.The total payoff of Firm A in this case is written as 

〆l二 π；1+ rxc + Lel 

二 ［（qH-qL)G(l -XA -xc) + qLG(l -XA -XB -xc)]XA -c(XA) 

+ [(qH -qL)G(l -XA -xc) + qLGO -XA -XB -xc)]xc 

-c(xc) -(qLGO -XA -XB -xc)xB -c(xs)). 

Using the first order conditions, the condition for maximization of <p with respect to r is 

written as follows. 

dψel J日 （ dxA dxc ¥ 
一一 ＝r一三一 （qH-qL)G'(l-XA -xc) ( Xe一一 ＋xA一一 i
dr dr ¥ dr dr J 

I ax 4 axe a I 
-qLG'O-xA -xs -xc) I (xc -xs）二一＋ (xA -xs）ニ－+ (xA +xc）二三｜

I dr dr dr I 

=0. 

Then, we get the optimal royalty rate for Firm A as follows. 

ザ 1 (qH qL)G'(l XA xc) ( dxA . dxc ¥ 
ー ι~Xc-d;:-' A dr ) r与 = I I 

dr ' / 

qLG'(l -XA -xs -xc）「 dxA dxc dxs l 
dxr I (xc -Xs）て一＋ (XA -XB）て一＋ (xA + xc）て一｜

し I ar ar ar I 
dr 」 J

We can show the following lemma. 

LEMMA 1. If the goods are strategic complements, the optimal royalηrate is posi-

tive. If the goods o陀 strategicsubstitutes, it may be positive or negative. 

Proof See Appendix D. 口
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5.2. Licenses to two介ms

The willingness to pay for each incumbent firm in this case is equal to 

the difference between its profit when two firms use the technology for 

producing the high-quality good with entry of Firm A and its profit when 

only the rival firm buys the license with entry of Firm A. 

This is because each incumbent firm knows that there will be one licensee when it does 

not buy a license. In this case there is a minimum bidding price which is equal to the 

willingness to pay for the incumbents because without the minimum bidding price no 

firm makes a positive bid. The fixed license fee is 

Le2 = （πf2 + Le2) _ rr~l 

This meansπf2 = rr~1 The total payoff of Firm A is 

〆2＝πf+ r(xs + xc) + 2U2 = qHG(I -XA -xs -xc)(xA + xs + xc) 

-c(xA) -c(xs) -c(xc) -2πぷ

Note thatπ五1is constant and irrelevant to determination of the royalty rate in this case 

because it is determined in the case of entry with a license to one firm. Using the first 

order conditions, the condition for maximization of 〆2with respect to r is written as 

follows. 

d〆2 (dxs dxc¥ , dxA 
一一 ＝rl-+-1-qHσ(1一九－ xs -xc)(xs + xc)-
dr ¥ dr dr J dr 

rlxn 
-qHG'(I -XA -XB -xc)(XA + xc）で三。r

dxr 
-qHG'(I -XA -XB -xc)(XA + xs）でと＝ 0.

ar 

The optimal royalty rate is 

ρフ qHG'(I-XA -xs -xc）「 dxA dxs l 
rι＝包↓包ドxs+ xc)dr+(xA + xc)dr+(xA ＋勾）Tri

dr ’dr L ..J 

If the goods are strategic complements, re2 > 0. If the goods are strategic substitutes, 

re2 may be positive or negative. 

6. ROYALTY AND LICENSE FEES IN THE CASE OF LICENSES WITHOUT ENTRY: 

TWO-STEP AUCTION 

6.1. One-step auction 

If the licenses are auctioned off to the incumbent firms by one-step auction, the fixed 

license fee is determined by the usual willingness to pay for the incumbent firms de-

scribed in Kamien and Tauman (1986) and Sen and Tauman (2007). 
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6.1.1. License to oneβrm 

The willingness to pay for each incumbent firm is equal to 

the difference between its profit when only this firm uses the technology 

for producing the high-quality good without entry of Firm A and its profit 

when only the rival firm buys the license without entry of Firm A. 

Then, the fixed license fee is 

Lil= （πbl +Lz1）－ π2 

This equation meansπb1 ＝πU Denote L in this case by D 1, and denote the total 

payo旺ofFirm A in this case by cp11 to distinguish it from the total payoff in the two-

step auction case. It is 

qP =rxc + i11 = [(qH -qL)G(l -xc) + qLG(l -xs -xc)]xc -c(xc) 

-(qLG(l -xs -xc)xs -c(xs)). 

Using the first order conditions, the condition for maximization of qP with respect tor 
is written as 

dcp11 dxc dxs 
一一＝ (r + qLG'(l -xs -xc)xs）一一 －qLG'(l-xs-xc)xc一一＝ 0.
dr dr dr 

Then, we obtain the optimal royalty rate for Firm A as follows. 

rll = _ qLG'(l -xs -xc) (__ dxc .. dx8) 
ι いBdr一一cdr)
a r 、 ，

Denote it by rll. If the goods are s位ategicsubstitutes, rll < 0. If the goods are strategic 

complements, r11 may be positive or negative. 

6.1.2. Licenses to two firms 

The willingness to pay for each incumbent firm in this case is equal to 

the difference between its profit when two firms use the technology for 

producing the high-quality good without entry of Firm A and its profit 

when only the rival firm buys the license without entry of Firm A. 

There is a minimum bidding price which is equal to the willingness to pay for the 

incumbents. The fixed license fee is 

Lz2 = （π｛？ + Lz2) －π2 

This meansπb2 ＝πU Denote L in this case by D2, and denote the total payoff of 
Firm A by長12.It is 

cp12 = r(xs + xc) + 2fl2 = qHG(l -xs -xc)(xs + xc) -c(xs) -c(xc) -2πi 

Note出atπk1is constant and irrelevant to determination of the royalty rate because 

it is determined in the case of a license to one firm without entry. The condition for 

maximization of cp12 with respect to r is 

dcp12 ( dxs dxc ¥ , dxc , dxs 
一一＝r（－＋一一卜qHσ(1-xs-xc)xs一一－qHσ(1-xs-xc)xc一一＝0.
dr ¥ dr dr I dr dr 
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The optimal royalty rate is 

rl2二 qHG'(I-XB -xc) （一 dxc , .. dxB) 
主主↓互主ι いBdr十九cdr}
dr ' dr ＼ノ

Denote it by r12. This is positive. 

6.2. Two-step auction 

We consider a two-step auction for each case. 

6.2.1. License to one firm 

In this case the two-step auction is carried out as follows. 

1. The first step. 

Firm A sells a license to one firm at auction without its entηconditional 

on that the bidding price must not be smaller than the minimum bidding price, 

which is equal to the willingness to pay for the incumbent firms described below, 

and Firm A imposes a predetermined (positive or negative) royalty per output on 

the licensee. A firm with the maximum bidding price gets a license. If both firms 

make bids at the same price, one firm is chosen at random. If no firm makes a 

bid, then the auction proceeds to the next step. 

2. The second step. 

Firm A sells a license to one firm at auction with its entη. Then, the willing-

ness to pay for each incumbent firm in this step is 

el el el 
πc +L －πB・ 

At the first step of the auction, each incumbent firm has a willingness to pay the follow-

ing license fee; 

the difference between its profit when only this firm uses the technology 

for producing the high-quality good without entηof Firm A and its profit 

when only the rival firm buys the license with entηof Firm A. 

Then, the fixed license fee is 

Lil= （πb1 +Lil)_ TC~I. 

This equation meansπb1 = n~1. Denote Lin this case by i11. 
In the first step each incumbent firm has an incentive to make a bid with the license 

fee fl 1 when the other firm does not make a bid. On the other hand, it does not have an 

incentive to make a bid when the other firm makes a bid. We need the effective minimum 

bidding price fl1 because the profit of a non-licensee isπ11 which is larger than π五1-

If the minimum price does not function effectively, when one of the incumbent firms 

makes a bid which is slightly but strictly smaller than this price, the other firm does not 

have an incentive to outperform this bidding. 

Denote the total payo百ofFirm A in this case by (p11. Then, 

(pl 1二 rxc+ ill二 ［（qH-qL)G(I -xc) + qLG(I -XB -xc)]xc -c(xc) －π五1-

Note thatπ五1is a constant number which is determined in the entry with a license to 

one firm case. The condition for maximization of <.p with respect to r is 
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dqP dxc , dxs 
一一一 ＝r一一 －qLσ(1-xs -xc)xc一一＝ 0.
dr dr dr 

Then, we obtain the optimal royalty rate for Firm A as follows. 

rll _ qLG'(l -xs -xc)xc dxs 
一

生ι dr・ 
ar 

Denote it by pll. If the goods are strategic substitutes, rll < 0, and if they are strategic 

complements, rll > 0. 

6.2.2. Licenses to two firms 

We consider the following two-step auction 

1. The first step. 

Firm A sells licenses to two firms at auction without its entηconditional 

on that the bidding price must not be smaller than the minimum bidding price, 

which is equal to the willingness to pay for the incumbent firms described below, 

and Firm A imposes a predetermined (positive or negative) royalty per output on 

the licensee. If both firms make bids, they get licenses. If at least one of the firms 

does not make a bid, then the auction proceeds to the next step. 

2. The second step. 

Firm A sells a license to one firm at auction with its entη. Then, the willing-

ness to pay for each incumbent firm in this step is 

el el el 
πc +L －πB・ 

At the first step of the auction, each incumbent firm has a willingness to pay the follow-

ing license fee; 

the difference between its profit when two firms use the technology for 

producing the high-quality good without entηof Firm A and its profit 

when only the rival firm buys the license with entηof Firm A. 

The minimum bidding price should be equal to this willingness to pay. Then, the fixed 

license fee is 
Lz2 = （π；！ + Lz2) ＿ π~1. 

This meansπ2-＝π五1.Denote Lin this case by fl2 
In the白rststep each incumbent firm has an incentive to make a bid when the other 

firm makes a bid because if it does not make a bid, the auction proceeds to the next step. 

Denote the total payo百ofFirm A in this case by (p12. It is 

(p12 = r(xs + xc) + 2iP = qHG(l -xs -xc)(xs + xc) -c(xs) -c(xc) -2π~1. 

Note thatπ~1 is constant and irrelevant to determination of the royalty rate in this ca民
The condition for maximization of (p12 with respect to r is 

d(p12 ( dxs dxc ¥ , ( dxc dxs ¥ 
一一二 r1-+-)-qHσ(1-xs -xc) I xs一一＋xc-)= 
dr ¥ dr dr I ¥ dr dr I 
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～ qHG'(I -xs -xc) ( dxc dxs ¥ 
位↓互王ι ~ xsdr , xcdr) 
dr ' dr ' / 

Denote it by r12. It is positive, We see r12ニ r12,but the total payoff of Firm A with 

two-step auction and that without two-step auction are different. 

Summarizing the results about the optimal royalty rates for Firm A. 

PROPOSITION 1. Entry with license to one firm case：σthe goods are strategic 

complements, the optimal royalηrate is positive. If the goods G陀 strategicsub-

stitutes, it may be positive or negative. 

Entry with licenses to two firms case：σthe goods are strategic complements, the op-

timal royalηrate is positive. If the goods o陀 strategicsubstitutes, it may be 

positiνe or negative. 

License to one firm without entry not using two-step auction case: If the goods are 

strategic substitutes, the optimal royalty rate is negative. If the goodsα陀 strategic

complements, it may be positive or negative. 

License to one firm without entry using two-step auction case: If the goods a陀

strategic substitutes, the optimal royalηrate is negative. If the goods are strategic 

complements, it is positive. 

Licenses to two firms without entry using or not using two-step auction case: The 

optimal royalty rate is positive. 

6.3. C陀 dibilityof th陀 atof entη 

In this subsection we will prove our main results. Firm A uses a two-step auction if 

and only if the threat by the existence of the second step of the auction is credible, and 

it is credible if and only if the total payoff of Firm A when it enters the market with a 

license to one firm is larger than ( or equal to) its payoff when it does not enter and sells 

a license to one firm not using a two-step auction. Therefore, if 

π；1 + relxc + LelとrllXC + f/1, 

threat of entry by two-step auction is credible. On the other hand, if 

rnxc + IP ＞ π；l＋戸1xc+ Lel, 

the two-step auction is not credible. 

We show the following proposition. Note that we assume c(O) = 0, that is, the fixed 
cost is zero. 

PROPOSITION 2. 1. If的emarginal cost is constant, that is, the cost function is 

linear, entηwith license to oneβrm case and license to oneβrm without entη 

case a陀 equivalent,and so threat of entry by two-step auction is credible. 

2. If the cost function of the firms is strictly convex, threat of entη by two-step 

auction is credible. 

3. If the cost unction of the firms is strictly concave, threat of entηby two-step 

auction is not credible. 

Proof l. First consider the case of entry with a license to one firm. Note that Firm 
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A can control the output of each firm by the royalty rate. Let q = XA + xc. Denote the 
constant marginal cost by c, and denote the total payoff of Firm A by 〆1.It is written 

as 

〆1＝π；1+ rxc + Lelニ ［（qH-qL)G(l -XA -xc) + qLG(l -XA -XB -xc)]XA 

-CXA + [(qH -qL)G(l -XA -xc) + qLG(l -XA -XB -xc)]xc -cxc 

-(qLG(l -XA -xs -xc)xs -cxs) 

=[(qH-qL)G(l-q) + qLG(l-q-xs)]q-cq-(qLG(l-q-xs)xs -cxs). 

If the marginal cost is constanい／／ニ 0.Thus，害＝争＋守子 and字 inSection 4.2 

are written as (see also Appendix B) 

where 

dq [-(qH -qL)G' (1 -q) + qLG' (1 -q -xs)Ws 

dr fj.' 

dxs [-(qH -qL)G' (1 -q) + qLG' (1 -q -xs）］σB 

dr fj.' 

θB = -qL[2G'(l -q -xs) -G"(l -q -xs)xs] -c"(xs), 

σB = -qLG' (1 -q -xs) + qLG" (1 -q -xs)]xs・

The condition for maximization of <pel with respect to r is 

dq dxs ,.. 
入1一一一入ゥ一一一＝ 0.

• dr “ dr , 

where 

入l=(qH -qL)G(l -q) + qLG(l -q -xs) 

(5) 

一［（qH-qL)G'(l -q) + qLG'(l -q -xs)]q -c + qLG'(l -q -xs)xs, 

入2= qLG(l -q -xs) -qLG'(l -q -xs)xs -c + qLG'(l -q -xs）ι 
From (la) and (le) we have 

(qH -qL)G(l -q) + qLG(l -q -xs) -[(qH -qL)G' (1 -q) 

+ qLG'(l -q -xs)]q -c = r -[(qH -qL)G(l -q) + qLG(l -q -xs)] + c. 
From this and (lb), (5) is rewritten as 

dq 
{r -[(qH -qL)G(l -q) + qLG(l -q -xs)] + c + qLG' (1 -q -xs)xs｝ァa, 

. dxn 
-qLG'(l -q -xs)qでニ＝ 0.

ar 

Then, the optimal royalty rate is written as 

,:el二 （qH-qL)G(l -q) + qLG(l -q -xs) -c -qLG'(l -q -xs)xs 

， σR 
-qLσ(1-q -xs)qτニ．

σB 

The first order condition for Firm C, (le), with r = ,;:el is rewritten as 

(qH -qL)G(l -q) + qLG(l -q -xs) 
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一［（qH-qL)G' (1 -q) + qLG' (1 -q -xs)]xc -c 

一（qH-qL)G(l -CJ) -qLG(l -CJ -xs) + c + qLG' (1 -CJ -xs)xs 

， σR 
+ qLG'(l -CJ -xs)CJτニ

σB 

二一 ［（qH-qL)G'(l -CJ)+ qLG'(l -CJ -xs)]xc + qLG'(l -CJ -xs)xs 

， σR 
+ qLG'(l -CJ -xs)CJτニ＝ 0.

σB 

WithxA+xc＝ιthis and the first order condition for Firm A, (la), 

imply 

(qH -qL)G(l -CJ)+ qLG(l -CJ -xs) -[(qH -qL)G' (1 -CJ) 

+ q LG' (1 -CJ -x B) ]x A - c = 0 

(qH -qL)G(l -CJ)+ qLG(l -CJ -xs) -[(qH -qL)G' (1 -CJ) (6) 

+ qLG'(l -CJ -xs)]CJ -c + qLG'(l -CJ -xs)xs 

， σR 
+ qLG'(l -CJ -xs)CJτニ＝ 0.

σB 

Next consider the case of license to one firm without entry not using a two-step auction. 

Let CJ = xc. Denote the total payo旺ofFirm A in this case by (p11. It is written as 

(p11 = [(qH -qL)G(l -CJ)+ qLGCl -CJ -xs)]CJ -CCJ -(qLGCl -CJ -xs)xs -cxs). 

This is the same as〆lIf c" = 0，妥＝与 and手凶ection4.4 a印 刷ittenas 

dCJ es dxs σB 

dr r’dr r’ 。B and σB in this case are the same as those in the previous case. The condition for 

maximization of (p11 with respect to r is 

{[(qH -qL)G(l -CJ)+ qLG(l -CJ -xs)] -[(qH -qL)G' (1 -CJ) 

dCJ + qLG'(l -CJ -xs)]CJ -c + qLG'(l -CJ -xs)xs｝ァ
ar 

(7) 

, dXR 
-[qLG(l -CJ -xs) -qLG'(l -CJ -xs)xs -c + qLσ(l-CJ-XB）引で工＝ 0.

ar 

From (3a) and (3b ), (7) is rewritten as 

dCJ I 一 ＿dxs
(r + qLG'(l -CJ -xs)xs)--qLG (1 -q -xs)q一一二 0.

dr dr 

Then, the optimal royalty rate is 

,:llニ －qLG'(l-CJ -xs)xs -qLG'(l -CJ -xs)CJ字
σB 

The first order condition for Firm C, (3b ), with xc = CJ and rニ ，：llis rewritten as 

(qH -qL)G(l -CJ)+ qLG(l -CJ -xs) -[(qH -qL)G' (1 -CJ) (8) 

+ qLG'(l -CJ -xs)]CJ -c + qLG'(l -CJ -xs)xs 
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+ qLG'(l -q -xs)q手＝ 0.
σB 

(6) and (8) are the same. Therefore, two cases are equivalent. 

2.ψel with q = XA + xc is 

〆1=[(qH -qL)G(l -q) + qLG(l -q -xs)]q -c(xA) -c(xc) 

-(qLG(l-q-xs一）xs-c(xs)). 

長11with q = xc is written as 

<pll =[(qH -qL)G(l -q) + qLG(l -q -xs)]q -c(q) 

-(qLG(l -q -XB一）xs-c(xs)) 

＝〆1+ c(xA) + c(xc) -c(xA + xc). 

If the cost function is strictly convex, 

Xe I Xe ¥ Xe 
c(xe) ＜一一一－c(xA+xe) + 11一一一一－ I c(O）ニ一一一－c(xA+ xe), 

XA十 Xe ¥ XA十 XeI XA十 Xe

XA { XA ¥ XA 
C(XA) ＜一一一－c(xA+xe) + 11一一一一一 lc(O) ＝一一一－c川 ＋xe).

XA + Xe ¥ XA + Xe J XA + Xe 
Then 

c(xA) + c(xe) < c(xA + xe). 

This means that separation of production between two firms is more efficient than con-

centration to one firm. 

This property of the cost function is called strict super-additiviη. The 
strict convexity of the cost function with zero fixed cost implies strict 

super-additivity. 

Thus, when XA + xe in the case of entry with a license and xe in the case of license 

without entry are equal，ψel is larger than (IP, and the maximum value of 〆1is larger 

than the maximum value of cp11. Hence, threat of entry by two-step auction is credible. 

3. Similarly to the case of strictly convex cost function, if the cost function is strictly 

concave, we find 

c(xA) + c(xe) > c(xA + xe). 

This means that concentration of production to one firm is more efficient than separation 

between two firms. 

This property of the cost function is called strict sub-additiνity. The strict 

concavity of the cost function with zero fixed cost implies strict sub-

additivity. 

Thus, when XA + xe in the case of entry with a license and xe in the case of license 

without entry are equal, <pll is larger than〆1, and the maximum value of cp11 is larger 

than the maximum value of <Pel. Hence, two-step auction is not credible. 口
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7. THE OPTIMAL STRATEGIES: AN EXAMPLE 

Analyses of optimal strategies in general distribution and cost functions case seems 

to be complicated. We will consider an example. We assume thatρ ニ F（θ）has 

a uniform distribution. Then，ρ＝ θ，θ＝ G（ρ）＝ ρ，F'(B) = G＇（ρ） = 1 and 

F11(8) = G＂（ρ） = 0. We consider a case of convex cost function. The cost function 

of恥 firmsis c(xi) = !qLxf, i = A, B, C. Denote qH = tqL, t > 1. We present 

summaries of the calculation results. 

License to one firm without entry not using two-step auction case: The optimal roy-

alty rate and the total payoff of Firm A are 

竺ll qL -{"¥ 
’ 一 一’一3 》，

11 -,1 qL(9t2-6t-2) 
rllxr + Lι＇＝ 

む 12(3t + 1) 
Licenses to two firms without entry not using two-step auction case: The optimal 

royalty rate and the total payoff of Firm A are 

三12 qLt2 もハ
’ 一 一4t + 1 》，

rl2(xs + xc) + f12 = qL(108t4 + 36t3 -45t2 -28t -4) 

12(3t -

Entry without license case: The profit of Firm A is 

πeO qL(2t -1)2(2t + 1) 
A - 2(4t + 1)2 

Entry with license to one firm case: The optimal royalty rate and the total payoff of 

Firm A are 
竺e1 qL(t + 1)2(9t2 -12t -1) 

. 2(3t + 1)(3t2 + 12t + 1）’ 
1 1 -1 qL(9t4 + 30t3 -8t2 -14t -1) 

π；i + re1xc + Lei二

4(3t + 1)(3t2 + 12t + 1) 
Ifl<t＜年，wehave rel < 0. 

Entry with licenses to two firms case: The optimal royalty rate and the total payoff of 

Firm A are 
三e2 2qLt2(t + 1)2 』 ハ

，一 （2t+ 1)(2t2 + 6t + 1）’ v, 

π；2 + re2(xs + xc) + 2fe2 

qL (324t10 + 3672t9 + 14904t8 
4(2t + 1)(3t + 1)2(2t2 + 6t + 1)(3t2 + 12t + 1)2 

+ 25368t7 + 14805t6 3318t5 7781t4 3660t3 777t2 78t 3). 
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License to one firm without entry using two-step auction case: The optimal royalty 

rate and the total payoff of Firm A are 

pll = _ qL(3t -1) < 0. 

3(6t + 1） ’ 

pll xc+illニ qL (2916t8 + 22842t7 + 44307t6 
24(3t + 1)2(6t + 1)(3t2 + 12t + 1)2 

-7452t5 -2303lt4 -8838t3 -137lt2 -120t -5). 

Licenses to two firms without entry using two-step auction case: The optimal roy-

alty rate and the total payoff of Firm A are 

三12 qLt2 』ハ
’ 一一4t + 1 -, 

qL 8 
r12(x8 + xc)+2i12 = (324t + 2700t7 + 6345t6 

4(3t + 1)2(4t + 1)(3t2 + 12t + 1)2 
+ 2454t5 l 76lt4 l 728t3 52lt2 66t 3). 

Comparingπ；1＋戸1xe + i e1 and r11 xe + f ll, 

el ～el ～el l1 ;z1 qL(3t -1)(15t + 1) 
πA + r Xe + L -(r Xe + L ） ニヲ

12(3t + 1)(3戸＋ 12t + 1) 
Therefore, threat of entry by two-step auction is credible. About this example we get 

the following results. 

Lift＞与（勾 1.366),licenses to two firms without削 yst附 gyis optimal for 

Firm A. Please see Figure 1. In this figure 

ψ1 = r12(xs + xe) + 2L12一（r11xe+i11),

ψ2 = r12(xs + xe) + 2£12一（π；1+ ,:elxe + fel), 
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ψ3ニ r12(xs+ xc) + 2fl2一（πf＋戸2(xs+ xc) + 2ie2), 
ψ4 = r12(xs + xc) + 2fl2 －πア．

2. If 1 < t ＜今l,en

Please see Figure 2. In this figure 

s1 ＝πf + re2(xs + xc) + 2fe2一（rllxc+ fll), 

。＝πア＋re2(xs + xc) + 2fe2 -(n~1 + rel xc + fe1), 
s3二 πf+ re2(xs + xc) + 2ie2 -(r12(xs + xc) + 2fl2), 

s4 ＝πア＋re2(xs + xc) + 2fe2 －πア

8. CONCLUDING RE恥1ARK

We have analyzed the choice of options for the innovating firm under oligopoly with 

vertical product differentiation to enter the market with or without licensing its technol-

ogy for producing a higher quality good to the incumbent firm, or to license its technol-

ogy without entry using a combination of a royalty per output and a fixed license fee. 

We have shown that the results depend on the form of the cost function. Analyses of op-

timal strategies in general distribution and cost functions case seems to be complicated. 

It is the theme of the future research. 

APPENDICES 

A. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF DEMAND FUNCTIONS 

If a consumer with taste parameterとbuys one unit of a good of quality k at price p, 

his utility is equal to y -p ＋とk.Let とobe the value ofとfor which the correspond-

ing consumer is indifferent between buying nothing and buying the high-quality good. 

Then, 
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と PHo＝一一一．
qH 

LetとLbe the value ofとfor which the corresponding consumer is indifferent between 

buying nothing and buying the low-quality good. Then, 

宮 PL 
L二一一．

qL 

LetとHbe the value ofとforwhich the corresponding consumer is indifferent between 

buying the low-quality good and buying the high-quality good. Then 

と PH-PL 
H 二

qH -qL 

We find 
と （qH-qL)とH+ qLとL
o= 

qH 

Therefore，とL三宮o三とHor 与H > ~o ＞とL・

Forと＞（＜）とL,

y -PL ＋匂L>(<)y.

Forと＞（＜）と0,

y-PH ＋とqH> (<)y. 

Forと＞（＜）とH,

Y -PH+ とqH> ( <)y -PL+ とqL・

A. I. License to oneβrm without entηcase 

In this case Firm C produces the high-quality good, and Firm B produces the low-

quality good. Let x H be the demand for the high-quality good and x L be the demand 

for the low-quality good. Then, we get 

1. When PHミqH（おと 1)and PLとqi(位三 1),we have XH = 0 and XL = 0. 
2. When PH ＜仰向＜ 1) and PL ＞血qL（とL＞と0＞白）， we have XHニ

- qH 一一
I -F (~o) and XL = 0. 

3. When PL < qL （とL< 1), PH＞ ιqH （旬＞とo＞とL)and PH-PLミqH-qL
qL 

(sHと1),wehavexH = OandxL = 1-F（紅）．

4. WhenpL < qL （紅 ＜ l),PH＞ 包 PL(SH＞と0＞紅） and pH -p L < q H -q L 
qL 

（とH< 1), we have XL = F(sH) -F(sL) and XH = 1 -F(sH ). 

From this demand function we obtain the inverse demand function as follows. 

1. When XH > 0 and XL > 0, we have PH = (qH -qL)G(l -XH) + qLG(l -
XH -xL) and PLニ qLG(l-XH -XL). 

2. When XH > 0 and XL= 0, we have PH= qHGCl -XH) and PL = qLGCl -
XH). 

3. When XH 二 Oand XL > 0, we have PH = qH -qL + qLG(l -xL) and 

PL = qLG(l -XL). 

4. When XH = 0 and XL= 0, we have PH= qH and PL= qL. 

This is a continuously differentiable inverse demand function with the domain O三

XH三1and O三XL三1.We have XH = xc and XL二 Xs.
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A.2. Entry with license to one戸rmcase 

In this case Firms A and C produce the high-quality good, and Firm B produces the 

low-quality good. The inverse demand function is the same as that in Case A.1 with 

XH = XA +xc and XL= XB. 

A.3. Entry without license case 

In this case Firm A produces the high-quality good, and Firms B and C produce the 

low-quality good. The inverse demand function is the same as that in Case A.1 with 

XH = XA and XL= XB +xc. 

A.4. Licenses to two戸rmswithout entry case 

In this case Firms B and C produce the high-quality good. Let x H be the demand for 

the high-quality good. Then, we get 

1. When PH三qH（とo三1),we have XH = 0. 
2. When PH < qH (l;o < 1), we have XH = 1 -F(l;o). 

Then, the inverse demand function is described as follows. 

1. When XH > 0, we have PH = qHGO -XH ). 

2. When XH = 0, we have PH= qH・

This is a continuously differentiable inverse demand function with the domain O三

均 三 1.We have XH = xs + xc. 

A.5. Licenses to two戸rmswith entηcase 

In this case all firms produce the high-quality good. Let XH = XA + XB + xc. The 
inverse demand function is the same as that in Case A.4. 

B. DETAILS ABOUT生ι 主主 AND生ιINSECTION 4.2. 
dr’dr dr 

Differentiating (la), (lb) and (le) with respect tor, we obtain 

dXA 

dr 

where 
-:i2_ 

σABσB一σACBB dXB 

,6.＇’ dr 

σACσB一σBBA dxc 

,6.＇’ dr 

θAθB一σABσB

,6.' 

BA＝平手＝ -2[(qH -qL)G'(l -XA -xc) + qLG'(l -XA -XB -xc)] 
ox-
v A 

+ [(qH -qL)G11(1 -XA -xc) + qLG"(l -XA -XB -xc)]XA -c"(xA), 

a2πR 
BB＝で一千＝ qL[2G'(l XA XB xc) G"(l XA XB xc)XB] C11(XB), 。χ－v B 

a2πr 
Be＝－－－－：－÷＝ -2[(qH -qi)σ(1-XA -xc) +qLσ(1-XA -XB -xc)] 

ox-
u c 

+[(qH qL)G11(1 XA xc)+qLG"(l XA XB xc)]xc c"(xc), 

a2πA 
σAB ＝ ァー~ = -qLG'(l -XA -xs -xc) + qLG"(l -XA -XB -xc)xA, 。χAχB
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a2πA 
σAC＝－；：：；－－一一二一＝ -(qH -qi)σ(1-XA-Xc)+qLσ(1-xA -xs -xc) 。XAXC

+ [(qH -qL)G"(I -XA -xc) + qLG"(I -XA -XB -xc)]XA, 

a2πB a2πB 
σB二 一 一 一一二一一一一二－qLG'(I-XA -XB -xc) + qLG"(I -XA -XB -xc)XB, 

axBXA axBXC 

a2πr 
σCA二 7一一二一二一（qH-qi)σ(1-XA-Xc)+qLσ(1 -XA -XB -xc) 

<1XCXA 

+ [(qH -qL)G"(I -XA -xc) + qLG"(l -XA -XB -xc)]xc, 

"12-

σCB＝主主＝ -qLG'(I -XA -xs -xc) + qLG"(l -XA -xs -xc)xc, 
C1XCXB 

ムI二 eAesec-eAσBσCB -83σACσCA -8cσABσs＋σACσBσCB＋σABσBσCA・

By the second order conditions，θA<O，θB < 0, 8c < 0. From the stability conditions 

for oligopoly (Seade (1980) and Dixit (1986)) 企＇ < 0. We assume that the absolute 

values of h，。Band 8c are larger than those of σ’s, and the magnitudes of σAB and 

σAC ar imilar. Then, we l町附e守子＜ 0.百批goodsar t附 gicsu itu附te

negative and守子 and守子 a印 positive.If批 goodsare str gic仰 nplerr

positive and守子 and守子 are時加e

C. DETAILS ABOUT生ι 主主 AND生ιINSECTION 4.3. 
dr ’dr dr 

Differentiating (2a), (2b) and (2c) with respect to r, we obtain 

dxA σA（σB -83 ＋σc－θc) 

dr ム

dxs 8A8c －θAσs＋σAσB一σAσc

dr 企

dxc 8A8B －θAσc＋σAσc－σAσB 

dr ム
where 

θA =  -2qHG'(l -XA -XB -xc) + qHG"(l -XA -XB -xc)XA -c"(xA), 

es= -2qHG'(l -XA -XB -xc) + qHG"(l -XA -XB -xc)XB -c"(xs), 

8c = -2qHG'(l -XA -xs -xc) + qHG"(l -XA -xs -xc)xc -c"(xc), 

σA =  qHG'(l XA XB xc) + qHG"(l XA XB xc)XA, 

σB = qHG'(l XA XB xc) + qHG"(l XA XB xc)XB, 

σc = qHG'(l XA xs xc) + qHG"(l XA xs xc)xc, 

企 = eAesec -eAσBσc -esσAσc -ecσAσs＋σAσBσC・ 

By the second order conditions，θA<O，θB < 0, 8c < 0. From the stability conditions 

for oligopoly (Seade (1980) and Dixit (1986)) 企 < 0. We assume that the absolute 
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values of h，。Band Be are larger than those of σA，σB and σc, and that the magnitudes 

of o-'s are similar. We h間字＜ 0 and争＜ 0. If the goods are st附 gicsubstitutes, 

σ’s are negative and争 ispositive. If the goods are strategic complements，σ’s are 

positive and争 isnegative. 

D. PROOF OF LEMMA 1. 

We assume 

G(l -XA -xc) -G'(l -XA -xc)XA > 0, 

The first order condition for Firm A, (la), means 

(qH -qL)[G(l -XA -xc) -G'(l -XA -xc)XA] 

+qL[G(l-XA-XB -xc)-G'(l-XA-XB -xc)XA] ＝どりA)>0. 

Thus, (9) will hold. For example, ifρhas a uniform distribution, from ( 10) 

qH(l -2XA -xc) = qLXB ＋ピ（XA)> 0. 

(9) 

1
・
／ハU’EI

 
〆’E、、

Then, we get 

G(l -XA -xc) -G'(l -XA -xc)XA = 1 -2xA -xc > 0. 

Assume that x A = x B and ( 1 b) is satisfied. Then, 

qLGO-xA-XB -xc)-qLG'(l-xA -xs -xc)XA ＝どりA).

Substituting this into the left hand side of (la), we get 

an泊

~ = (qH -qL)[G(l-XA-Xc)-G'(l -XA -xc)XA]. 
CIXA 

By (9) this is positive. Therefore, XA > xs. If (la) is satisfied, XA = xc and r三0,

then the left hand side of (lc) is nonnegative. Thus, when r三0,we have xc三XAand 

Xe> XB・

We can show the following results. 

1. If the goods are strategic complements, then the optimal royalty rate is positive. 

2. If the goods are strategic substitutes, then the optimal royalty rate may be posi-

tive or negative. 

Proof 1. If the goods are st附 giccon抑 men札争，争and許areall neg-

ative. Then, 

d〆1I dxc ( dxA dxc ¥ 
一一｜ =r一一一 （qH-qL)G'(l -XA -xc) ( Xe一一 ＋xA一一 i
dr IrくO dr ¥ dr dr J 

qLG'(l XA xs xc) 

f dXA dxc dxs l 
× I (xc -xs）一一＋ (xA -xs）一一＋ (xA +xc）一一 1>0

I dr dr dr I 

because XA -xs > 0, xe -xs > 0 and XA + xe > 0. Thus, the optimal royalty 

rate is positive. 
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2. If批 goodsare str gic substi附

since xc争＞ 0, XA争＜ 0, (xc -xs）争＞ 0, (xA -xs）与＜ 0 and 

(xA + xc）事＞ 0, the optimal問 altyra 

口
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